Marconis

The Few, The Proud, The Nominees

From a station that is the cornerstone of a
format, an industry and to a certain degree an
entire city, to some of the most dynamic stations and personalities in modern broadcasting, Country radio is well represented in this
year’s NAB Marconi Radio Awards. Sixteen nominations, including 11 in all-format categories,
demonstrate the format’s continuing strength
and vitality. Here’s a look at this year’s finalists:

The Next Generation Of The Brand
Legendary Station of the Year: WSM-AM/Nashville, Gaylord
When we caught up with WSM-AM/
Nashville OM Joe Limardi, he was reviewing 70 online audition videos from aspiring
bluegrass acts. The submissions were original jingles for sponsor Spring Mountain
Farms Chicken, with finalists receiving live
performance opportunities and the winner a
studio recording date. The promotion typifies how, since 1925, WSM has maintained
its musical heritage of supporting unheralded artists while relentlessly embracing
advances in technology; to wit, the station’s
efforts with various new streaming formats,
video podcasting, downloads, furthering
iTunes partnerships, Grand Ole Opry simulcasts with GAC, and someday perhaps, an
iPhone app. Limardi explains the balance
of preserving traditional expectations with
keeping WSM relevant and vibrant to new
audiences.
“WSM coined the phrase ‘Music City’
and, with our 38-state signal, really made
Nashville what it is. The station gave people
all over the country the chance to ‘bring
your instruments to Nashville and show us
what you’re made of.’
“Promotions like Spring Mountain
Farms and the talent competitions we do
hark back to the original days – the roots – of
WSM when everything was live. We give
deserving talents the chance to open for artists like Marty Stuart or Tracy Lawrence, or
perform at our 83rd birthday at the Ryman

in October. While we still look to be cuttingedge the way WSM was in 1925, it doesn’t
get any more local, country and down-home
than giving someone the chance to be the
opening act for a superstar at a county fair.
“This town really made stars, thanks to
WSM. It was not only the Opry, but also the
station 24/7 that was putting anybody and
everybody with a song and an instrument on
the air. Today, we’re certainly not breaking
the hits because the FMs do that, and that’s

fine. We want to look for those unknowns,
those ‘bubbling unders’ who three months
from now will be all over FM radio.
“The more we embrace ourselves
around these call letters, the more we’re
finding there are no real generation gaps.
It seems to be the industry perception that
WSM is just that old radio station with the
Opry. But those three letters worldwide
mean so much more than a station that plays
classic country music; it can mean everything country. As we move into the next 83
years, the real initiative here is to take the

call letters and to give them global meaning
and presence.
“Online, we can do anything country:
specialty streaming channels for alt-country,
bluegrass, folk, Americana, the international country scene. If you like Texas
country, we’ll have a channel for that online.
Our first one, in August, was ‘Bluegrass
Underground’ -- a streaming live show with
the Steeldrivers from 300 feet underground
in the Cumberland Caverns in McMinnville,
TN. Talk about acoustics!
“Our current sales marketing campaign ‘We’re taking Nashville back’ has
a two-prong meaning: Everything we do
takes people to another time, but we’re
also taking the town back because it was
ours 83 years ago. It’s time for us to look to
the future of the radio station, outside the
boundaries of the AM band. The Internet
is where the next generation is getting
their entertainment. Realistically, we’ll
have minimal growth on the AM side, but
the bigger picture is our 250,000-stream
audience, and we don’t even promote the
stream. When we’ve got a quarter-million
people tuned in during any half-hour
around the clock, it’s obvious they’re listening from all over the world. So the next
generation of WSM is going to be more of
a global brand. It’s a long road ahead, but
with the passionate people here, the sky’s
the limit.”

Tower Of Power: Nashville residents got a jolt of big news the
day WSM-AM went on the air 83 years ago. Dig the artist’s
theater-of-the-mind images as projected in the imagination of
local listeners

Tracking Down Listeners
Major Market Station of the Year: KBWF “The Wolf”/San Francisco, Entercom
In little more than a year, format newcomer
KBWF (The Wolf)/San Francisco has earned
a reputation as a creative, highly localized
station. It has quickly scored more success
during the past decade than any previous Country station in the cosmopolitan
Bay Area, a market that has always been

challenging for the format. The Wolf ’s “Paws
For Cause” campaign supports 32 nonprofits
through $2 million in airtime and 800 hours
of community service annually. PD and
“Prime Minister of Twang” Scott Mahalick
talks about how The Wolf has made such an
immediate impact.

Watch This: Clay Walker rocks a huge tailgate party crowd at The Wolf’s “Beach Ball Free For
All” outside AT&T Park prior to Kenny Chesney’s Poets & Pirates Tour show.

“I keep a document called ‘100 Little
Things’ – all the details that go into winning. Our
goal is to be the hip, young station in the Bay Area
that plays country music. The station that has an
uptempo, upbeat, edgy, clever, entertaining attitude that puts a smile on listeners’ faces and makes
them want to tell others. At its core, the
Wolf is Country and darn proud of it,
but it’s packaged and delivered in an
entertainment environment. That means
the stationality is just as important as
the personalities, so the Wolf brand can
come to life three-dimensionally. This
station has a soul and we’re fortunate to
have wall-to-wall, seasoned A-plus players who understand that and execute the
plan every day.
“We just took the entire staff around the city
in a limo, after which our chief engineer led us on
a little expedition up to a park at the base of the
transmitter site on San Bruno Mountain, where we
had box lunches and Champagne. It was a great
bonding experience and part of everybody getting
to know the city and each other so they can feel
confident when they’re talking about each other’s
activities on the station. Those kinds of things
don’t take a lot of money, but keep everybody
motivated and excited.
“Before the Kenny Chesney stadium concert
recently, we produced the ‘Beach Ball Free-ForAll,’ a tailgate party for 10,000 in the parking lot,
headlined by Clay Walker with the Lost Trailers,

One Flew South and Steve Cochran. It took the
pre-party vibe Kenny’s famous for to a whole new
level; it was the biggest day in Northern California
history in terms of this format.
“Texting is a big thing for us; we’ve got our
own custom code. And as we interact with the
listeners you can feel the excitement
and enthusiasm when we play a
new record. We don’t just add it and
have it show up in rotation; we open
up the phones, talk about the story
behind the story and involve the artists. We do these things not only to
keep everybody interested, but also
because part of our job is to educate
the market on what this format is.
“For the Tsingtao Festival
targeting 150,000 Asians, we put up ‘Thanks for
listening to the Wolf’ in Chinese on the billboard that
went across the Bay Bridge. It created a real buzz
because a Country station had never reached out to
them like that. Our line dancing with an air talent
meet-and-greet was one of the most popular things at
the festival. Liza Battalones, a 32-year-old Hispanic
who does our afternoon traffic, wasn’t a fan of
country and didn’t know much about it. Two weeks
into the job she came in and said, ‘Hey, where did all
this music come from? I love this.’ Lisa’s turned into
a passionate fan and evangelist for the format, and
now she’s telling her friends. If we can just continue
to fuel and encourage this kind of word of mouth,
it’ll be the most exciting thing ever.”
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Large Market

Personalities
Of The Year
A Voice For Good Reasons
Cornbread, WIL/St. Louis
really wanted to, but I have flat feet. So we immediately started the ‘Adopt
A former newspaper delivery man who got attention for his funny
A Soldier’ program, putting up profiles of local soldiers for people to send
answering machine messages, Cornbread was destined for
stuff to. It’s been huge; thousands of people have done it. I’ve got a good
morning greatness. After establishing a CMA Award-winning
way of winding people up on the air. I can get people to come out for
profile at KFDI/Wichita in 2003, Cornbread, along with
things, so if you’ve got that vehicle – a radio station – why not use it to do
sidekick Pat James, has become a Marconi finalist at WIL in
something with, instead of just spinning records and playing commercials?
less than four years -- five days of which were spent keep“Awards are nice to have, but you can’t get a bigger award than seeing
ing a rooftop vigil in a chilly tent five stories above ground
your community get stronger from what you’ve done. I really get off on the
until the Cardinals won the World Series in 2006. Now
further supported by newsman Father Harry, traffic
reporter Captain Mac and
producer Annie Dickerson,
Cornbread is recognized not
only for his talent, but also for
his patriotism, work ethic and
commitment to charities such as
the Cornbread Kids Coat Drive
and the Komen Race For The
Cure, assembling the largest team
in St. Louis.
“My first radio job was at 26 in Concord, CA, at my local high
school station. I didn’t even know they had one; it played heavy metal like
Metallica and Anthrax. A teacher had heard my answering machine and
invited me to come down. I figured I had nothing to lose: I was throwing
newspapers and basically doing a radio show in the car, driving around
talking to myself. I was the only adult at the station, and as the new morning man, the only direction I got was, ‘Just do what you feel is right.’ I
didn’t even say the call letters for the first two years because I didn’t know
it was a rule. I was just kind of wild, going on instincts.
“At my first Country job, KWUN-AM/Concord, I worked in a
trailer doing mornings. I’d turn the station on at 6am, big bulbs would
Money For Something: Cornbread’s Team Breadhead 2007 boasted some 4,000 participants, which raised more than $90,000 for
warm up, there’d be this hum and the lights would dim. I’m pretty sure
Susan G. Komen for the Cure St. Louis – the organization’s largest race in the world last year.
I’m sterile right now from it. I didn’t get a paycheck, just a couple hundred
work we get to do on the air, and when we hit that magic spot, such as breaking the record we had for
bucks in the hallway every month or so. I got two calls from listeners in six months – that’s how hot I
St. Jude last year, that’s better than anything. It was magic in the studio: whatever we were saying, the
was at the time. When KWUN went dark, I got paid off with a reel-to-reel machine and 10 pancakes of
tape. I was actually on the air when the engineer started going up the tower to take it down. That’s when listeners were feeling and the phones blew up. We had 208 new people call in, and the momentum of
that moment was almost a spiritual movement. We came off the air high as a kite, knowing we and our
I realized the gig was over.
listeners did some good work that day.”
“September 11 changed my whole outlook, and I felt guilty because I didn’t serve our country. I

Mile High Magic
Kelly, JoJo and Mudflap, KYGO/Denver

Making Love On The 50-Yard Line: More than 1,000 KYGO
listeners helped Kelly, JoJo and Mudflap create a human
Valentine photo at Invesco Field for overseas troops. The NFL
Broncos covered the costs to heat and light the gridiron.

Kelly Ford, Mudflap and JoJo make
up the successful morning team at
KYGO/Denver. A 17-year station
veteran, Ford has won three CMA
Awards and multiple Marconi
nominations with Mudflap, who has
his own country band and plays all
the area fairs. They have worked
seven years together, with JoJo joining two years ago. Waking up
with “KMJ” is like having lunch with friends who will talk about
anything, and that’s how they intend it to be. Extremely topical, personable and irreverent but never over the edge (“Because we want
to keep our jobs,” quips Ford), they connect emotionally with their
“Insane Morning Posse” of listeners, as well as through blogs,
MySpace, Facebook and extensive community involvement.
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KF: We just try to live real life and make observations
on things we believe will touch people. We think
people, their feelings and things that happen to them
are universal, and we try to tap into that. Clearly we
want to service the country lifegroup because they’re
our people, but we’re kind of proud that we think we
can be on any morning show.
M: That’s what I’ve gotten from all my years doing
standup, was learning to write for stuff that everybody
could relate to.
JJ: Plus, even if you hate Country and aren’t a member of
the lifegroup, there’s something appealing and pleasing about this
show that makes it totally universal.
KF: We’re very careful to be inclusive. Everywhere, the trend is
participation, being interactive. We have to and want to include the
listeners ... it makes the show better. You can’t make up the shit that
people call in with!
M: People are always wanting to know, ‘What’s tomorrow? What
are you all planning?’ I don’t know ... it hasn’t happened yet! It’s
really important that you don’t plan too much.
JJ: I’ve worked on a lot of different morning shows where you
are so scripted out that it’s over the top. If something we’re talking
about becomes a lightning rod, we give the room for, as our PD
Joel Burke puts it, those magic moments to happen.
KF: We’ve all cried on the air, such as when I dedicated our first
CMA win to my dad and talked about his death.
M: And when I had to put my dog to sleep, people called in with
condolences and gave us their stories. There were a lot of tears
that day.
JJ: This is the first place I’ve ever worked
where my emotions have been dragged out
to the point of shedding tears. It happens
way more often than I ever imagined it
would.
KF: Great radio is always about the
stories. A woman called us hysterically
recently because her dog was having

puppies, and one of them was stuck! I said, “You’re in your
moment of panic and you’re calling us?”
JJ: She bought the dog off Craigslist and they said the dog
was fixed. All of a sudden, puppies started coming out.
You always wonder who to call in the event of an emergency, and these listeners call us.
KF: Two years ago, on February 14, we asked listeners to
come out to Invesco Field to hold up red, white and blue
cardboards to make a human American flag
Valentine to photograph to email to the
troops. We had the governor and mayor,
and Darryl Worley came to sing. It was 20
degrees and snowing, but then it was as
if God parted the skies because it turned
sunny for those 30 minutes. About 1,000
listeners participated including three
women who had lost their children in
Iraq. It was, for sure, my proudest moment in broadcasting.

Class Act: Big Machine’s Taylor Swift helps KYGO morning
team of Mudflap, JoJo and Kelly salute the winning students of
its School Spirit event.

Small
Market Station of the Year
Country dominates in this category, earning four of five nominations
Country Covered
KAIR-FM/Atchison, KS, KNZA, Inc.

Trophy Case: Former Kansas Association of
Broadcasters President Cliff Shank (second on l) poses
with (l-r) KAIR PD/morning host Jason Drake, News. Dir.
Brian Hagen and morning co-host Rachel Lehcar.

Six-time Kansas Association of Broadcasters
Small Market Station Of The Year and
second-time Marconi nominee KAIR-FM/
Atichson, KS boasts an 11-year veteran
staff with a dedication to local news. PD/
morning host Jason Drake praises the
commitment exhibited by his small group of
radio professions.
“We have a full-service radio station
and with only a staff of five, everyone multitasks. We have a regular full time News
Dir., Brian Hagen, and cover every local
story whether it’s an accident that happens
at midnight or severe weather. We’re in the
shadows of the Kansas City market and all
three of their great stations come blasting
in to us, plus we’ve got Topeka. With all
these major radio stations coming in, our

niche has to be not only playing the new hit
country and breaking artists, but it’s also
bringing these major newscasts.
“During the Amelia Earhart Festival,
U.S. Senator Pat Roberts came by our live
remote for an interview with Hagen. He
was here to look at the soil erosion on the
Missouri River and happened to choose the
night of the festival.
Hagen always wears
sunglasses, so as
Senator Roberts,
wearing shades
himself, walks up
with his entourage the first thing he says is,
‘Brian, I’m trying to be as fashionable as
you. You notice I have my shades on today.’
“The important thing is, throughout

the years we’ve built
these relationships and
nothing is formal; we’re
on a first-name basis.
Another local aspect is we
never give anything away
without a unique tie-in. Miranda Lambert
and Blake Shelton played the Amelia
Earhart Festival, and we did a
ticket giveaway. Since she sings
‘Me And Charlie Talkin’’ and
he sings ‘The Baby,’ the first
person to bring a baby named
Charlie won the tickets. Back
when Sawyer Brown was here with ‘Dirt
Road,’ we put a jock on a dirt road out in
the county somewhere and said the first
person to find him gets two tickets.”

Decades Of Distinguished Radio
KBHP/Bemidji, MN, Paul Bunyan Broadcasting
Owned by former Doubleday and Parker radio
executive Lou Buron, Jr., KBHP has already
won four Crystal Awards, including one in
‘07. As part of parent Omni Broadcasting,
KB101 has contributed to two company
Service to America Awards, one of them this
year. Programmed by longtime OM/PD Todd
Haugen, who co-anchors mornings with 36year station personality Mardy Karger, KB101
has several staffers with decades of service,
including Karen “Bubbles” Thompson.
Buron is a 2007 Minnesota Broadcasters Hall
of Fame inductee whose radio career began
as a salesman working the Yellow Pages. He
talks about the culture of commitment that has
helped KB101 become as strong as its most

famous Bemidji icons, Paul Bunyan and Babe
the Blue Ox.
“My mother and father divorced before
I was two, and I was raised by my mother, my
aunt and grandmother. We didn’t have a lot of
money, but what I did have was unconditional
love and a tremendous amount of support. As
I grew up, I realized that was priceless. I just
applied that to my career, and frankly, if somebody’s going to outwork me, they’re going to
have to get up pretty early and work an awful
lot to do it.
“Our success comes not only from the programming, but also from the very well-known
personalities who have been with us a long
time. KBHP generated more than $700,000

for charities last year, from Coats for Kids to
our 19th annual radiothon on behalf of Prevent
Child Abuse Minnesota, which last December
raised more than $56,000 in 24 hours.
“When we first got here with KBHP in
1989, we changed everything over from the
500-watt AM to the 100-kw FM. We put the
personalities on the FM, and
made the Country station what
it was and still is. There’ve been
some changes, but the majority
of the primary people are still
here 19 years later. Having seen
KB101 evolve to what it is today, and how it
continues to evolve, is probably the proudest
significance for me.”

Fool Rush In:
KB101’s midwinter Polar
Days madness
includes
jumping into
Lake Bemidji
through a hole
carved by a
chain saw.
No, that’s not
a warming
house in the
background,
and yes, it’s
38 below zero
outside.

Border-line Country & Western
KITX/Hugo, OK, William Payne

Look Who’s Talking: KITX GM/PD/morning
personality WIll Payne started in radio with his father
Bill in the early ’70’s and had this picture taken his
first day on the air.

This first-time Marconi nominee station has
found a balance in serving the Hugo, OK
and Paris, TX markets with such diplomacy
that GM/PD/morning co-host Will Payne
wouldn’t divulge whether his allegiance is to
UT or OU. Payne, who is also nominated for
Small Market Personality, says the station
works hard to build country stars.
“Our motto is this is not a job, it’s a
lifestyle. Everyone who works here is part of
the community, we all have our own projects
and we come together when it needs to be
done. My morning co-host Barry Diamond
helps a lot with Big Brothers and Big Sisters
all over Texas and Oklahoma.

“When I came to town in ‘95, we didn’t
have but two concerts a year in the area,
period. We ended up booking shows into
local venues because the clubs wouldn’t do
it. The radio station took on the financing and
booking. We find artists we feel
very confident in and we don’t
just spin their record; we’ll also
bring them into town for a free
show. We pay for everything.
“We’ve worked with regional acts
like the Eli Young Band and Stoney LaRue,
as well as national acts like Jason Meadows,
Blake Shelton (working with a local casino)
and Chris Young. We try to find an artist

we feel like we can have a future with. Like
Aaron Watson – he has a tremendous fan
base here and we can get him in the market.
We’ll bring these artists to town several times
and treat their single with the same priority
as we would a national act. Our playlist
covers the majority of the national stuff,
except for our project acts. And they’ll
be in rotation right with Alan Jackson,
George Strait and Brad Paisley.
“If we win the Marconi, we’re going to
party down on Austin’s Sixth Street. I keep
threatening Jack Purcell that we’re going to
go over and wake up Jack Ingram to party
with us.”

Ahead Of The Game
KOFM/Enid, OK, Williams Broadcasting
KOFM/Enid, OK is the current Oklahoma Association of
Broadcasters Non-Metro Radio
Station of the Year, and PD/morning jock Alan Clepper is the NonMetro Personality of the Year. With
their second Marconi nomination,
Clepper says the staff is eager
to add the NAB award to
their collection.
“The big thing here is
teamwork. The staff we have
now meshes more than any staff
I’ve ever worked with. It’s beyond
a professional level; it’s personal.
We care about each other and we’re
very involved in the community,
from the Chamber of Commerce to
a local high school boosters club.
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“We keep an eye on technology and are usually ahead of the
game. When we go to different
seminars – state and national –
about 90% of the time we are
already trying or looking at what
they’re talking about. The
experts look at us and
ask, ‘How is it working for you?’” We’ve
just launched KOFM.
com/mobile so people
can listen on their cell phones.
We’ve also tied-in with the local
emergency management team to
have emergency information transmitted over the signal. The message
then scrolls on the radio display.
“One of our major events

is the blood drive with the
Northwest Oklahoma Blood
Institute. We take a bus full of
donors down to the Texas Motor
Speedway and, two years ago, set
the record for the most donations
on that particular date.
“Our [now former] GM/
afternoon personality Jerry ‘JJ
Thomas’ Butler has really helped
the station since he started. We
were diamonds in the rough, but
he saw these things we were doing
and asked why we weren’t telling
people and documenting it. That’s
why we started winning awards. We
aren’t doing anything different; it’s
the same stuff from 10 years ago.
It’s just a different attitude.”

Honor Roll: KOFM staff celebrate their 2008 OAB Non-Metro Station Of The
Year Award. Back row (l-r) are Beverly Jordan, Lindsey Swart, Kari Higgins,
Laurie Shaw and Cheryl Myatt. Middle row (l-r) Marilyn McAtee, Mark Holloway,
J. Curtis Huckleberry, Jay Hoberecht and Brandon Clepper. Front row (l-r) are
Alan Clepper, Kyle Williams, Jerry Butler and Clayton Nolan.

